
GLOCAL : a phrase that appears in the midst of globalization, namely think globally and act locally-think 
locally-act globally. The phrase is simple but rich in meaning. It is associated with globalization, this expres-
sion has a sense of people who think globally but do not forget the culture or the values of the original, intro-
duce Indonesian culture to the global world and bring Indonesian culture abroad

BACKPACKER : backpacking main principle is independent (not travelling with a tour group), travel light 
(carry as little as possible) and low cost travel

HOSTEL : hostel provides cheap accomodation and focus on hospitality, socializing, where guests can rent a 
bed, usually bunk beds in a dormitory and share bathroom, lounge and kitchen. Rooms can be mixed or sepa-
rated according to gender, although private room may also available. Across the world, the word hostel refers 
only to properties that offer shared accommodation to travelers of backpackers.

The purpose of the Hostel design in Jakarta is to restore the social stigma in the local community where the 
hostel has a bad reputation in among others tourist accommodation services such as tightness, dirty and 
unsafe. The Hostel is the ideal place for backpackers to meet new people from different countries and share 
his experience with local communities. Method of designing is done by examining the concept of identity of 
backpacker with the meaning of freedom. The result of the design is a hostel which reflects the character of 
the freedom of backpackers in the venture world.

The richness of nature and culture is an importanit component of tourism in Indonesia. Indonesia is an archi-
pelago countries with more than 17.000 islands. In 2010, there are 7 locations in Indonesia which has been in 
charge if UNESCO's listing of world heritage sites. Indonesia is not  just Bali island who has been known inter-
nationally. Jakarta is the capital city of  Indonesia at one time as the gate to other islands and  big city desti-
nation. Tourists are  important part of  tourism development, the type of tourism  is also ranging from family 
to backpacker which has become phenomenon nowadays.  The  phenomenon of low cost airline which trig-
gered the young people explore othe country with low budget and independent traveling by making an 
affordable design hostel in SouthJakarta for backpacker and facilitate activities for local communities. Why 
South Jakarta ? Because It is the center of young community, entertainment and good insfrastructure. 
GLOCAL BACKPACKER HOSTEL is an affordable design hostel which facilitate many activites focused on 
surroundings potential


